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Preface
During the last 38 years, when the literacy rate among the local Bangladeshi boys and
girls under 6-12 years has reached 85.4 percent and 87.2 percent respectively, the
literacy rate among the boys and girls in camps under the age group of 4 to 12 years
was found to be 7.48 percent and 6.40 percent respectively. A very insignificant number
of Urdu speaking students living in camps have succeeded to pass the higher
secondary level education. But they could not proceed further due to poverty. During the
last 38 years only one boy among the 18,000 population of Geneva Camp could
achieve master degree from a private university.
In this background, Al-Falah Bangladesh took an initiative with support from the affluent
members of the community to bring the young generation of the camp dwellers into the
fold of social and economic development. Subsequently a Foundation School was
established in Geneva Camp in December 2007, some selected students were given
sponsorship and a Computer Class started in April 2008.
In 2008, Al-Falah received support from the Target International Giving Program (TIGP),
USA to implement its Community Development Center (CDC) project in 2009. The
organization expresses its thanks to the TIGP for its support. We also appreciate the
services of the staffs of Head Office of Al-Falah Bangladesh and its project Community
Development Center (CDC) who successfully implemented the project

Ahmed Ilias
Executive Director
Al-Falah Bangladesh
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Introduction:
The Urdu-speaking community had migrated from India to the then East Pakistan, when
India was divided in 1947. That division resulted into creation of Pakistan. The Indian
immigrants preferred to settle in urban areas to shape their social and economic destiny
in their new homeland. Gradually they emerged a privileged community in East Bengal
(later renamed as East Pakistan) because of their social, cultural and political affiliation
with the establishment. With the passage of time, the community became isolated from
the mainstream. When Bangladesh became a free country in 1971, most of the Urduspeaking community, took shelters in refugee camps after being forced by the political
situation. Since then, they have been languishing in these camps.
After the emergence of Bangladesh the Urdu-speaking community lost their fundamental
rights, as they were not accepted citizens of this country. This deprived them from the
benefits of basic education and caused rapid degeneration in their social, economic and
cultural life. In May 2008 Bangladesh High Court pronounced that the Urdu-speaking
camp dwellers were citizens of Bangladesh. This landmark verdict by the High Court
restored the voting rights of the community. Since then the situation has considerably
changed as far as the legal and constitutional status of the citizenship of the camp
dwellers are concerned.

Concept of Self-Help
Charity and relief cannot help a person or
a community to regain the lost pride,
dignity and also social and economic
status. Charity and relief may provide
support temporarily but it cannot be a
lasting solution particularly in the case of
economic and social issues.
The Urdu-speaking camp dwellers waited
to have a permanent solution of their
complex issues for over three decades.
During the period their young generation
instead of education, skill, and job were
given relief and charity, which not only made the community dependent on regular
supply of relief by the government and
charity from the affluent members of the
community, but also spoiled and
damaged the potentials of the growing
generation. This situation also caused a
great amount of frustration, sense of
dejection and social degeneration
among the general members of the
camp dwellers.
It is understandable that charity and
relief cannot be an alternative to social
and economic development. Under the
existing situation, the camp dwellers
have o option but to initiate self-help education and skill development programs by
mobilizing their limited resources within the community and seeking supports from those
who believe on development and not charity.
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The Organization:
Al-Falah Bangladesh is a Government Registered non-profit, non-political, social welfare and voluntary organization. It has an
elected Executive Board to run the affairs of the organization through the Executive Director. The organization, by creating an
environment of unity, discipline and cooperation and through voluntary activities shall undertake social and economic
development programs for the underprivileged and underserved Bihari, a linguistic minority and marginalized Muslim
community in Bangladesh, who has been living under sub-human conditions within camps since 1971.

Al-Falah Bangladesh was formed in June 1980 with a view to addressing the social,
cultural and economic issues and challenges of the Urdu-speaking camp dwellers.
Main objects of the organization are to provide health services, technical training and
education to reduce the risk of diseases and economic imbalance in the society.
Other mandates include research, study, advocacy and lobbying for human rights.
The organization intends to explore various innovative measures to sustain the
achievements of its objectives.
Al-Falah is duly registered with the NGO Affairs Bureau. It is also a member of
different Association and Networks, which include Coalition for the Urban Poor
(CUP) and Bangladesh Shishu Adhikar Forum (BSAF)
The organization has enhanced the capability and capacity of the management and
staff members to deliver social services and run the project with responsibility.
Vision and Mission of the organization:
Vision:
The Urdu speaking community must take part equally and with dignity for the
national development as citizen of Bangladesh
Mission:
To improve the quality of life of the Urdu speaking people and increase their access
to education, skill, health, economic opportunities and cultural activities.
Education Policy and Plans:
Human resource development is at the core of Bangladesh’s development effort and
access to quality education is critical to poverty reduction and economic
development. The Government’s commitment to undertaking structural reforms to
education has been clearly stated in its Constitutional and development plans. These
plans give education the highest priority in the public sector investments. Education
sector allocations are currently about 2.3 percent of GDP and 14 percent of total
Government expenditure. Maintaining this commitment to the education sector is
imperative in order to achieve Education for All (EFA) and the Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs).
Use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), in sectors especially
those related to the internet is still underdeveloped. The ministry of science and
information and communication technology (MOSICT), the government agency
responsible for ICT related issues is yet to achieve the goals set out for eGovernance in the national ICT policy of 2002. Though the Government is yet to
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come out with a comprehensive national action plan for promotion of practical and
Vocational training in ICT sector, however, experts view that this is a potential area
for future manpower export and therefore this sector is required to be geared up at
securing foreign placement for Bangladeshi trained personnel.
Meetings:
In 2009, the General Members met once on 3 October to further amend the
Constitution of the organization in accordance with the advices of the NGO Affairs
Bureau.
There were 5 meetings of the Executive Committee in the year. The Executive
Committee in one of its important resolutions decided to celebrate the three decades
of Al-Falah Bangladesh in the month of May 2010 in a befitting manner. In this
regard a committee has been formed to chalk out programs for the celebration.
Al-Falah Bangladesh was also organized a meeting on the occasion of the Universal
Declaration of Human
Rights Day on 10th
December 2009 at
the
premises
of
Al-Falah
Model
Clinic,
Geneva
Camp.
The aims of the
meeting
was
to
aware the young
generation of the
community about the
universal declaration
of human rights. Also
keep them aware that
in this declaration
how the community
will raise their voices
for rights and how they over come the perpetual discrimination the community faced
for the last forty years. In this meeting, the Bangla version of the book “Biharis, The
Indian Emigres in Bangladesh” which was written by the Executive Director of the
organization was distributed among the students of the Mohammadpur Camps.
The meeting was presided over by Mr. Ashraful Haque Babu, Secretary, Al-Falah
Bangladesh. Among others Mr. Shamim Ahmed Khan, Treasurer, Mr. Ahmed Ilias,
Executive Director of Al-Falah Bangladesh, Mr. Mohammad Hasan, Coordinator,
Khalid Hussain & Seema Naz, Asst. Coordinator, Mr. Majid Iqbal, Supervisor,
Syedpur Center and other Community Teachers, Computer Instructors of CDC were
attended the meeting.
Visit by the US Ambassador:
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US Ambassador Mr. James F. Moriarty visited the Geneva Camp at Mohammadpur
and talked to the camp inmates, who, he said, are eager to integrate themselves in
the
mainstream
of
Bangladesh life and
activities.
After one and half-hours
visit, the Ambassador
told reporters that he
came to see how things
were going in the camp
after the Supreme Court
verdict
asking
the
Election Commission to
register
the
Urduspeaking people who
wanted to enroll as
voters
and
sought
national identity cards.
He said Bangladesh
Constitution guarantees
same rights to all citizens in terms of social development, economic development
and political development.
Replying to a question, Mr. Moriarty said he found determination among most of the
people to become part of Bangladesh and want to be in the mainstream to enable
them to work with fellow Bangladeshi citizens.
Asked whether the US will provide assistance for rehabilitation of the Biharis in the
mainstream of life, the Ambassador said US is providing all kinds of assistance in
different areas and some of those assistance will come to the camp.
Mr. Moriarty was given a Memorandum by Al-Falah Bangladesh during his meeting
with the delegation of the organization led by Mr. Asghar Ali Khan, President of
Al-Falah Bangladesh. The other members of the delegation were Mr. Ashraful
Haque Babu, Secretary, Mr. Shamim Ahmed Khan, Treasurer and Mr. Ahmed Ilias,
Executive Director of the organization. The Memorandum highlighted the social and
economic issues that are being faced by the camp dwellers. The meeting held in the
premise of Community Development Center (CDC), where Mohammad Hasan,
Coordinator and Khalid Hussain, Assistant Coordinator of CDC received the
Ambassador.
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Other Visitors:

Mr. Bill Berkeley of Columbia University is interested in writing a book on the Biharis.
He came to Dhaka in July 2009 from Bangkok, where he met with Greg Constantine,
who told him all about Al-Falah Bangladesh. In Dhaka he visited office of Al-Falah
and collected information for his book regarding the Bihari community.
Like Mr. Bill, Professor (retired) Robert Letendre of University of Quebec; Montreal,
Canada visited Bangladesh in November along with his wife Ms. Christine. Mr.
Robert is an anthropologist. He is writing a book on the culture, customs of ethnic
communities and archeology of South Asia. In Bangladesh he came to know about
the Bihari community. His interests brought him to Al-Falah where he was given all
the information about the Urdu-speaking community, their language and culture. In
Syedpur, the couple attended an Urdu-Mushaira and enjoyed the recitations of Urdu
Ghazals whole of the night
Katherine Southwick is attached with the Refugee International, USA. She came to
Dhaka for a short visit in November to conduct some follow-up research for a book
chapter on statelessness and the benefits of citizenship that Maureen Lynch is coediting with Professor Brad Blitz at Kingston University in London, England. Maureen
Lynch had earlier visited Bangladesh in 2007.
According to Katherine, the book will be called "Why Citizenship Matters." Maureen
and Brad have asked Katherine to write a chapter on Bangladesh because the story
of the Urdu speakers is obviously so important to understanding “how a group
becomes effectively stateless, the consequences of statelessness, and how a group
works to change their legal status and circumstances” Research, Study and
Cinematography:
Hannah Sholder, an American citizen, has won Fulbright Scholarship for her
research works on housing issues of the Urdu-speaking community living in camp
situation. She reached Dhaka in September to work in Geneva camp with the
cooperation of Al-Falah Bangladesh. Her one year tenure to work with Al-Falah
Bangladesh will expire in August 2010.
Jawaid Hasan Stationwala came to Dhaka second time to conduct research on the
issues related to health and economy of the Urdu speaking living in Geneva Camp.
He worked under Fulbright Scholarship with UNICEF. His other project was to learn
spoken Urdu during his stay in Dhaka. Al-Falah Bangladesh accordingly organized a
short tutorial class for him.
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Jawaid, who has Urdu-speaking family background in Bhopal, India, now lives with
his parents in USA. He is a born US citizen. During his first visit to Bangladesh Bihari
camps, he was very much impressed with the deteriorating social and economic
situation due to the cultural background of the community as a linguistic minority.
Jawaid had pledged to project this situation internationally, if he would get an
opportunity
in
future.
Subsequently,
when
he
completed
his
assignment with
the UNICEF, he
made a short
documentary film
on past, present
and future of Urdu
language
and
literatures and the
cultural heritage
of
the
Urduspeakers
in
Bangladesh. He
named his documentary as “Mother Tongue”, which he wants to screen in USA and
other countries to draw the attention of the world community towards the cultural
degeneration of the Urdu-speaking community in Bangladesh.
Jawaid also played a vital role in organizing meeting of the US Ambassador Mr.
James F. Moriarty with the delegation of Al-Falah Bangladesh. Briana Olson, another
American student assisted Jawaid in organizing the camp visit of Mr. Moriarty and
directing the said documentary. Al-Falah gave a reception to both of them for their
contributions in projecting the issues of the Bihari community on the eve of their
departure from Bangladesh.
Community Development Center
Al-Falah established the Community Development Center (CDC) in 2007 to promote
the concept of Self-Help Education and Skill Development. The organization pledged
that the project would protect the children from being lost as “street children” and
provide support to the community in its struggle to join the mainstream of the society
with improved social and economic status.
Subsequently, a one-year project proposal for the year 2009 was developed for
which the TIGP granted fund for its implementation.
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Fund Raising:
At the initial stage funds were raised locally through individuals. Besides, individual
affluent from the Urduspeaking community, the
major contributor of fund
for
the
Community
Development
Project
was Target International
Giving Program (TIGP)
Through
Associated
Merchandising
Corporation (USA). The
individual
contributors
were from UK, Saudi
Arabia and Bangladesh.
In November 2009, the
TIGP
extended
its
support for the year
2010 to continue the
Self-Help Education and
Skill Development Programs under the project CDC.

Objectives
Broad Objectives:
Following were the Broad Objectives of the project that was implemented by
Al-Falah Bangladesh from January to December 2009. Education was the major
component of the Broad Objectives of the project
1. To provide Pre-Primary education to Urdu- Speaking camp children
2. To give sponsorship to selected students of SSC, HSC, Honors and degree level for
their admission and continuation of studies at various schools, Colleges and
Universities.
3. To provide training to students on fundamental computer training course.

Foundation Schools:
The Foundation School aims to save the children under 5 years from being lost and
becoming street children. At the end of the year 2009, 27 Foundation Schools were
established with 40 shifts in the following places:
S.l. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Total

Name of the
Location
Dhaka
Mymensingh
Chittagong
Khulna
Ishurdi
Bogra
Syedpur
Rangpur

Total
centers
6
1
4
4
2
1
7
1
27

Total
shifts
11
2
7
5
3
1
8
3
40

Total
students
278
60
210
150
90
30
249
90
1157
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Foundation Schools were established in the following centers:
No

Name of Centers

1

Dhaka: Mohammadpur

Geneva Camp

Foundation
School
1

2

Dhaka: Mirpur Sec. XI

Muslim Camp,

1

2

3

Dhaka: Mirpur Sec. XI

Rahmat Camp

1

1

4

Dhaka: Mirpur Sec. X

Madrasa Camp

1

2

5

Dhaka: Mirpur Sec. X

WAPDA Bldg No.5

1

1

6

Dhaka: Mirpur Sec. XI

WAPDA Bldg No.3

1

1

7

Mymensingh

Patgodam Camp

1

2

8

Chittagong

S.B. Nagar Camp

1

1

9

Chittagong

BW, 3 Camp

1

2

10

Chittagong

BW, 1 Camp

1

2

11

Chittagong

Islamia School Camp

1

2

12

Khulna

Khalispur Camp # 7

1

1

13

Khulna

Khalispur Camp # 3

1

2

14

Khulna

Khalispur Camp # 1

2

2

15

Ishurdi

Fateh Mdpur Camp

1

1

16

Ishurdi

Urdu Girls School Camp

1

2

17

Bogra

Latifpur Colony Camp

1

1

18

Syedpur

Chamragodam Camp

1

1

19

Syedpur

Rasoolpur Camp

1

1

20

Syedpur

Durga Mills Camp

1

1

21

Syedpur

Hathi Khana Camp

1

2

22

Syedpur

Gola Haat Camp # 2

1

1

23

Syedpur

Gola Hat Cinema Camp

1

1

24

Syedpur

Godown Camp # 7

1

1

25

Rangpur

Alam Nagar, Babu Para,
Rangpur

2

3

27

40

Total

Name of Camp

Total
Shifts
4
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Sponsorship for Class I to the foundation school school students
After a year of learning (2008), 235 children got admission into public primary school
in January 2009 to get free education up to grade V
Center wise details:
S.l. No.
1

Location

Number of students
66

Dhaka

2

Chittagong

13

3

Ishurdi

30

4

Khulna

42

5

Syedpur

52

6

Mymensingh

32
Total

235

Sponsorship for completion of Secondary, Higher Secondary and Degree level
education
The aim of this program is to
promote higher education among
the poorest camp based students,
the following number of students
in
various
camps
received
sponsorship from the project:
Regular SSC:
Regular HSC :
Degree/Honor’s:
Open University SSC:
Open University HSC:
Total:

15
72
16
11
07
121

S.l.
No.

Location

Regular
SSC

Regular
HSC

Degree /
Honor’s

1
2
3
4
5
6

Dhaka
Chittagong
Ishurdi
Khulna
Syedpur
Mymensingh
Total

6
----9
15

37
20
-10
5
-72

9
2
4
-3
1
16

Open
University
SSC
6
3
--1
1
11

Open
University
HSC
6
----1
7
11

Fundamental Computer Course for skill Development
2
sponsored
studentinstructors
from
the
community conducted training
courses. This program only
carried out in Geneva Camp,
Mohammadpur, Dhaka. This
program aims to enhance the
knowledge of the target
population on basic computer.
From
January
2009
to
December 2009, 58 students
completed
their
training
course.

Course
Office Course

Typing Course

Graphics Course

Gender

Gender

Gender

31

17

3

1

5

Total
1

58

For more and update information please visit www.alfalah.com.bd
Or
For your queries please contact at: alfalahbd@gmail.com

Ahmed Ilias
Executive Director
Al-Falah Bangladesh
9/16, Iqbal Road, Mohammadpur,
Dhaka-1207, Bangladesh
Phone: + 0088 02 8130827
Cell: 017 2002 7178
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